
 

 

 

 

Planning to visit Qatar or Doha? Book an ATV tour in the Qatari Deserts and have fun in the desert with your 

kids, family or friends. You will enjoy Self Ride ATV-4 x 4 all terrain. Because you do not need a driver’s 

license, the adventure trip is suitable for experienced (motorcycle) riders, but also for inexperienced 

enthusiasts. 

 

Experience the thrill of a Quad biking tour in Qatar!! This will make you curious to have a ride more and more. 

Now you can get this Adventurous activity experience from us without any more delays. Open desert biking 

adventure is also spectacular and challenging in the smooth sand but it is fun with riding together with a group 

of people. 

Looking to explore the adventurous Dune buggy trip in Qatar? Look no further! Follow the guide and progress 

at your own pace. The buggies are secure and each participant has equipment ensuring optimal protection. 

Best Desert Safari in Qatar 
 

https://www.desertsafariqatar.com/


This activity is ideal for an outing with friends, teenagers or family. Take your children with you and give them 

a magical moment in the desert. 

Book Inland Sea Qatar tours easily online! We are your right stop. You will witness Khor Al Adaid, Qatar’s 

spectacular inland sea. One of the few places on earth where the sea encroaches deep into the desert is Khor Al 

Adaid, a UNESCO-protected natural reserve with a robust ecosystem. 

Looking for a Camel ride in Qatar during your trip? You are in the right place. Our Modern Desert camp will 

take you to the desert to ride camels and learn about Qatari culture. A camel ride in Qatar is not just a journey; 

it's a timeless adventure through the heart of Arabia. It's a must-do activity that will leave you with a deep 

appreciation for the beauty and culture of this remarkable desert destination. 

Richard Serra sculpture Qatar is a true masterpiece of contemporary art. Towering evidence of creativity and 

innovation, this sculpture defies conventions and challenges perceptions. The Richard Serra sculpture in Qatar 

is more than just art; it's an invitation to explore, ponder, and appreciate the boundless possibilities of human 

expression. Book your tour and explore the remarkable Richard Serra sculpture. 

East-West/West-East by Richard Serra is monumental evidence of the combination of art and nature. Located 

in the heart of Qatar's incredible Brouq Nature Reserve, this sculpture is a pleasant dialogue between the desert 

and the raw power of steel. A Visit East-West/West-East by Richard Serra is a journey into the soul of art and 

nature. 

Dune bashing means driving at increasing and decreasing speeds over sand dunes. As the surface of the sand 

keeps shifting, a driver should have special skills and knowledge to perform dune bashing in the dunes and 

years of experience. 

 

CONTACT US 

 

 

 

 

 

THANK YOU 

Desert Safari Qatar 

Address- P.O.Box 32367, Concord 2, 

Rawdat Al Khail,Al Muntaza 

Doha, Qatar 

Phone-97477741900 

Email-book@desertsafariqatar.com 

Web- https://www.desertsafariqatar.com/ 

 

 

https://www.desertsafariqatar.com/

